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Making
Relationship
Work Work
Makinga Retainer
a Retainer
Relationship
From
the small
client's perspective
perspective [click
[click to
to hear
From the
small business
business client's
hear
podcast],
it better
on retainer,
retainer, or
or to
to
podcast], is
is it
better to
to keep
keep legal
legal counsel
counsel on
engage
lawyer only
As with
with so
engage aa lawyer
only when
when the
the need
need arises?
arises? As
so many
many
other
is, "It
"It depends
other things
things involving
involving the
the law,
law, the
the answer
answer is,
depends."
." A
A
business
client who
who has
variety of
business client
has aa variety
of ongoing
ongoing legal
legal needs—
needs—
ensuring
compliance with
with employment
employment law,
law, reviewing
ensuring compliance
reviewing terms
terms
of
full
of contracts,
contracts, structuring
structuring aa real
real estate
estate deal—needs
deal—needs full
confidence
before putting
putting aa lawyer
lawyer on
on retainer
retainer that
that the
the
confidence before
lawyer
that comes
lawyer can
can indeed
indeed handle
handle every
every issue
issue that
comes up.
up. The
The
lawyer
himself or
or herself
herself no
no favors
by offhandedl
lawyer does
does himself
favors by
offhandedly
y
saying,
"of course
saying, "of
course II can,"
can," and
and then
then being
being unable
unable to
to come
come
through
through on
on aa time-sensitive
time-sensitive issue.
issue.

The
ideal arrangement
arrangement in
in such
such instances
instances might
might be
be for
for the
the
The ideal
lawyer
of being
being able
able to
to call
on other
other
lawyer to
to offer
offer assurance
assurance of
call on
lawyers
for help
help if
if a
outside his/her
his/her normal
normal field
field of
lawyers for
a need
need outside
of
expertise
arises. This
This requires
requires aa substantial
substantial level
level of
of trust
trust
expertise arises.
between
between lawyer
lawyer and
and client.
client. The
The lawyer
lawyer under
under such
such an
an
arrangement
to the
the
arrangement in
in effect
effect functions
functions as
as general
general counsel
counsel to
small
business, drawing
drawing on
on other
other "outside
small business,
"outside counsel"
counsel" as
as
needed.
needed.
Such
contract arrangements
arrangements can
can contribute
contribute to
to work
work and
Such contract
and cost
cost
efficiencies
used correctly,
correctly, particularly
particularly if
if the
efficiencies ifif used
the lawyers
lawyers
involved
bill at
1.5 holds
holds that
that fee
involved bill
at different
different rates.
rates. Model
Model Rule
Rule 1.5
fee
splitting
contribute
splitting is
is acceptable
acceptable ifif both
both lawyers
lawyers involved
involved contribute
something
of value,
value, ifif the
the client
agrees in
in writing,
writing, and
and ifif the
something of
client agrees
the
total
Whatever the
the fee
fee arrangement
arrangement is,
is, to
to
total fee
fee is
is reasonable.
reasonable. Whatever
protect
and the
the client,
client, itit must
must be
be in
in writing.
writing.
protect the
the lawyers
lawyers and
Being
on retainer
retainer has
Being on
has its
its own
own ethical
ethical concerns.
concerns. Accepting
Accepting a
a
retainer
that work
retainer from
from aa client
client means
means that
work is
is promised
promised in
in
exchange
for that
that fee.
to perform
perform the
exchange for
fee. Failure
Failure to
the work
work requires
requires a
a
refund.
for
refund. However,
However, ifif the
the fee
fee is
is accepted
accepted in
in exchange
exchange for
"coming
off the
"coming off
the market"
market" (as
(as is
is often
often the
the case
case in
in family
family law
law
done the
the required
required work
work by
by that
that act
matters),
atters), the
the lawyer
lawyer has
has done
act
m

A
best-selling, practical
practical guide
guide that
A best-selling,
that enables
enables
attorneys
to
finally
take
control
of
their
attorneys to finally take control of their
financial
futures.
financial futures.

The
he Profitable
Profitable Law
Law Office
Office Handbook
Handbook is
is
T

loaded
with charts
and forms,
forms, and
and it
it
loaded with
charts and
presents
clear outline
outline for:
for:
presents aa clear
understanding
planning
understanding the
the business
business planning
process,
identifying personal
personal and
and law
law firm
firm
process, identifying
goals,
creating
a
marketing
plan,
and
goals, creating a marketing plan, and
creating
flow statement.
creating a
a cash
cash flow
statement. An
An
optional
disk with
with
optional Windows-compatible
Windows-compatible disk
forms
QuattroPro,
forms and
and schedules
schedules in
in Excel,
Excel, QuattroPro,
and
5.1 formats.
formats.
and WordPerfect
WordPerfect 5.1
Click
book
Click here
here to
to purchase
purchase just
just the
the book
with
no disk
disk for
for only
only $29.95
$29.95
with no
Click
purchase the
book and
and
Click here
here to
to purchase
the book
disk
for
only
$44.95
disk for only $44.95
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alone.
In other
alone. In
other words,
words, there
there is
is aa value
value that
that can
can be
be assigned
assigned
to
by the
the rules
rules of
of conflict
conflict of
of interest
interest from
from
to being
being prevented
prevented by
representing
other parties.
representing other
parties.

From
both the
From both
the client's
client's and
and the
the firm's
firm's perspective,
perspective, maintaining
maintaining
an
an ongoing
ongoing relationship
relationship is
is critical.
critical. For
For example,
example, successfully
successfully
representing
involves recognizing
recognizing its
its unique
representing aa small
small business
business involves
unique
dynamics,
learning the
dynamics, learning
the owner's
owner's personal
personal and
and business
business plans,
plans,
helping
to refine
they're carried
out.
helping to
refine them
them and
and making
making sure
sure they're
carried out.
The
lawyer treats
treats small
clients as
friends
The successful
successful lawyer
small business
business clients
as friends
and
partners, and
relationships upon
upon trust
trust and
and partners,
and builds
builds relationships
and loyalty,
loyalty,
by
out proactively,
out their
their opinions,
by reaching
reaching out
proactively, seeking
seeking out
opinions,
visiting
trust
visiting them
them at
at their
their business.
business. The
The client
client thus
thus develops
develops trust
and
confidence that
that the
the lawyer
lawyer will
will be
and confidence
be there
there when
when needed
needed -which,
which, after
after all,
all, is
is the
the foundation
foundation of
of aa retainer
retainer relationship.
relationship.
And,
again, however
however the
the relationship
is structured,
structured, you
And, again,
relationship is
you are
are
well-advised
to outline
outline its
its parameters
parameters in
in writing
writing with
with the
well-advised to
the
expectations
of responsibilities
expectations of
responsibilities and
and expectations
expectations of
of each
each
party
party set
set forth
forth clearly.
clearly.

Personal
Commentary
Personal
Commentary
Fujitsu
is offering
offering all
readers the
the opportunity
opportunity
Fujitsu is
all LawBiz®
LawBiz® Tips
Tips readers
for
a
$50.00
mail-in
rebate
with
the
purchase
of
for a $50.00 mail-in rebate with the purchase ofScanSnap
ScanSnap
S510
and aa free
free carrying
carrying case
case with
with the
the purchase
of the
the
S510 and
purchase of
ScanSnap
S300 while
while supplies
supplies last.
last.
ScanSnap S300

What Readers
Readers Are
Are Saying...
Saying...
What
Keynote
Keynote speech
speechisisthe
the"highlight"
"highlight" of
of
Bar
seminar
Bar Association
Association training
training seminar

"Ed's
presentation, in
in my
my opinion,
opinion, was
the
"Ed's presentation,
was the
The
S510 features:
features:
The ScanSnap
ScanSnap S510
•• One-button
double-sided
or Microsoft®
Microsoft®
One-button double-sided scanning
scanning to
to PDF
PDF or
applications
applications
•• Adobe®
Adobe® Acrobat®
Acrobat® 88 Standard
Standard included
included
•• Perfect
for
the
paperless
office
Perfect for the paperless office
The
S300 features:
features:
The ScanSnap
ScanSnap S300
•• One-button
One-button doubled-sided
doubled-sided scanning
scanning to
to PDF
PDF
•• AC
powered
AC or
or USB
USB powered
•• Less
than 3.1
Less than
3.1 pounds
pounds
•• Ultra-portable
on the
the go
Ultra-portable for
for scanning
scanning on
go
The
S510 and
and S300
S300 document
document scanners
The ScanSnap
ScanSnap S510
scanners have
have
everything
everything you
you need
need to
to easily
easily manage
manage your
your paperwork.
paperwork. Scan
Scan
receipts,
cards, discovery
discovery documents,
documents, contracts
contracts and
receipts, business
business cards,
and
other
With the
the touch
touch of
of a
a button,
button, its
other documents.
documents. With
its automatic
automatic
document
of a
document feeder
feeder lets
lets you
you quickly
quickly scan
scan both
both sides
sides of
a
ocument-directly
to
an
application
or
to
secure,
searchable
document-directly to an application or to secure, searchable
d

highlight
highlight of
of this
this series
series of
of speakers.
speakers. II

found
found the
the information
information which
which was
was
presented
to be
presented to
be tremendously
tremendously valuable.
valuable.

Further,
in aa format
format
Further, it
it was
was presented
presented in
which
both usable
and interesting.
interesting.
which was
was both
usable and
Since
Ed's presentation,
presentation, II have
Since Ed's
have had
had an
an

opportunity
opportunity to
to speak
speak with
with several
several others
others
who
who were
were in
in attendance
attendance and
and itit is
is clear
clear

from
from them
them that
that he
he made
made our
our event
event
successful."
successful."

-David
-David R.
R. Hagen,
Hagen, San
San Fernando
Fernando Valley
Valley Bar
Bar
A
ssociation
Association
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PDFs
for filing
filing or
or emailing.
emailing.
PDFs for

Click
Click Here
Here for
for more
more information.
information.
Thank
you for
for reading
you next
next week!
Thank you
reading LawBiz®
LawBiz® Tips...see
Tips...see you
week!
Best
wishes,
Best wishes,
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